TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
fifty-seven walking-sticks and two antique Apothecary jars from
Savona, these had struck me even then as an inadequate though not
altogether cheerless foundation for starting fresh from A to Z.
The only irreparable loss I suffered will embitter me, I fear, for the
rest of my life. Just before it all happened, I was down in the
country recovering from a couple of major operations, and I told
my cook to start bringing me a few things which I should need
for my work before I could return to London again; particularly,
I told her, my "Encyclopaedia Britannica", She arrived with a
case of these volumes from A-Anno to P-Pkn. "Where's the
rest ?" I said ungrammatically and a little cross. "Oo, them others
wouldn't fit into the box, Miss; Til bring 'em next time." She
forgot to touch wood! Before "next time" my whole library
was in ashes.
Naturally, all the vital information I have needed since then,
lies much further on than P-Plan, for when you come to prove it
by such rigidly unalterable conditions, most words begin with
S or W; just a few can be found under R or T; nothing at all
before P. If I had lost the whole Encyclopaedia, I should have been
quite simply compelled to go out and buy another. Now, if I
bought another, I should possess an Encyclopaedia-and-a-half,
which (as Euclid used to say) is absurd, and an unjustifiable extra-
vagance in war-time. Of course I might meet a man who had lost
the first half of his Encyclopaedia in the Blitz, and had managed
by a miracle to keep the rest up to Z~Zyg; in that remote con-
tingency I would marry him at once.
Some of my friends, braver for themselves than for others, as
people so often are, strongly advised me against complete refur-
nishing, in case—well, to put it crudely, in case the same thing
happened again: "Get just what you barely need and manage
with that!" But what-you-barely-need is not a home, and tms
struck me anyhow as the wrong attitude, or certainly as the wrong
attitude for me, making each hour too brittle and precarious. It
is no good living vulnerably; the spirit would grow too tender
and die.
I was glad that my dining-table, or rather, my living-room table
(for we sit, eat and work in the same pleasant Regency room) was
made by the village carpenter at Ruston Copthall. It had four
sturdy kitchen legs, one suitably at each corner; for that, honest
and unpretentious, was his only conception of a table; Hepplewhite,
Sheraton and Chippendale, three peculiarly gracious names, did not
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